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ABSTRACT 
Retrieval Effectiveness for OCR  
Text Using Thesauri
by
Elena Dimitrova
Dr. Kazem Taghva, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis reports on the effects of an automatic query expansion with a  subject 
specific thesaurus on retrieval effectiveness for document collection consisting of OCR 
text.
The investigation encompasses severed experiments with a modem retrieval en­
gine based on the probabilistic model. Each experiment is performed on two document 
collections. The first version of the collection consists of raw OCR output. The sec­
ond collection consists of the ground tm th  (retyped from hard copy) version of the 
same collection.
It is shown that the usage of the thesaurus as a source for query expansion can 
significantly improve recall for Boolean queries, for both OCR and manually corrected 
document collections. In the case of weighted queries, the expansion has no effect on 
the average precision and recall. Nevertheless, some individual queries benefit from 
query expansion.
ui
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Information Retrieval area has been explored for the past 50 years, and is be­
coming more and more significant as the quantity of text-based documents increases. 
Based on some studies (Witten, 1999), the amount of information in the world is dou­
bling every few months. Technologies used to manage automatic storage and retrieval 
of this huge amount of information are known as Information Retrieval Systems.
The function of an Information Retrieval (IR) system is to find documents that 
are relevant to some user’s need of information, i.e. a query. The most important 
characteristic of an IR system is its retrieval performance. The retrieval performance 
of an IR system ctm be measured by number of documents that are relevant and 
retrieved to the user’s query vs. number of document retrieved that are not relevant 
to the query. Obviously, the objective is to retrieve all relevant documents and less 
non-relevant documents. The main question in the Information Retrieval is: How 
can searching and retrieval of relevant documents in large document collections be 
improved?
A good portion of text-based documents are only available in paper form. These 
documents need to be converted to an ASCII representation before they can be ma­
nipulated by an IR system.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a technique for recognizing characters 
from a scanned hard-copy document and converting them to electronic representation, 
such as ASCII. OCR is a crucial part of the process of going from paper documents 
to full-text retrieval environment. During the recognition process many errors can
1
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occur, resulting from the poor quality of the paper document, presence of graphics 
that are incorrectly recognized as text, running headers and footers etc. Although for 
printed documents OCR techniques can recognize words with a high level of accuracy, 
the existence of errors in texts generated by OCR should be expected.
When the information to be searched consist of OCR data the question of re­
trieval of relevant documents becomes even more complicated due to the occurrence 
of errors and misrecognized characters. These types of errors can possibly affect and 
inhibit the document retrieval.
Several techniques are used in IR systems to improve retrieval performance. One 
method which has been proven to increase the retrieval performance is Query Expan­
sion (QE).
Query expansion (or term expansion) is the process of supplementing the original 
query with additional terms, which can be performed manually, automatically or 
interactive (user assisted) (Efthimiadis, 1996). The main reason for using query 
expansion is that the initial query may be inadequate or incomplete representation of 
the information sought, especially in relation with the wording used in the document 
collection.
The two most popular methods for query expansion are relevance feedback meth­
ods and thesaurus-aided retrieval. This thesis concentrates on the effect of thesauri 
as a  search-aid tool in information retrieval. The emphasis is put on the question 
whether using a thesaurus for automatic query expansion when searching a document 
collection that consist of OCR text documents can improve retrieval performance.
A thesaurus is a set of items (phrases or words) including a set of relationships 
between the items. The most common relations between terms in the thesauri are: 
synonyms, related terms, broader terms etc. It provides a summary listing of the 
terms in a domain and the main relationships between them. A thesaurus can be 
manually or automatically constructed; collection (domain) specific or general. The-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3saunis can be used for both creating a controlled index for document collection as well 
as for expanding the user queries with lexically related words. The query expansion 
itself can be done manually by the user selecting the terms to be added to the query, 
or automatically. In this thesis, the thesaurus is used only as a search aid tool for 
automatic query expansion.
A series of experiments performed as part of this thesis demonstrate that the the- 
saimus can significantly improve recall when used for query expansion for BOOLEAN 
type queries for both OCR and manually corrected document collections. In the case 
of weighted queries no general conclusions could be drawn; the effect of thesaurus has 
not been shown useful.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Information Storage and Retrieval Systems
Information storage and retrieval systems have been a focus of research and de­
velopment in computer science since late 1940’s. Information retrieval (IR) deals with 
the automated storage and retrieval of documents. Many universities, corporate and 
public entities now use IR systems to provide access to documents, books, journals, 
web pages etc.
The data within the IR system include two categories: the documents, or the 
data to be stored and retrieved, and the queries, formal statements of infonnation 
need. An IR system matches user queries to documents stored within the system.
IR System Evaluation
IR systems can be evaluated in terms of many criteria, such as time efficiency, 
storage efficiency, retrieval effectiveness and user interface and features. However, 
most IR research and experiments are focused on retrieval effectiveness, which is 
usually based on document relevance judgments. Major effort in IR research is put 
on improvement of the retrieval effectiveness (Frakes, 1992). Recall and precision 
are the most commonly used measures of retrieval effectiveness. Recall is the ratio of 
relevant documents retrieved for a  given query over the number of relevant documents
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in the collection. In order to get the correct number for recall, document relevance has 
to be manually assigned to every document in the collection, i.e. every document in 
the collection has to be judged at least as either relevant or non-relevant to a specific 
user query. In general, this is only possible for small collections. For experiments with 
large document collections, the number of relevant documents has to be estimated 
by sampling or some other method. Precision is the ratio of the number of relevant 
documents retrieved over the total number of documents retrieved. Both precision 
and recall are used for measiuement of retrieval effectiveness of IR systems, and their 
simultaneous evaluation is of most interest. Several methods for combined precision- 
recall measure have been developed, such as precision/recall graphs, the combined 
precision/recall formula by van Rijsbergen (1979), etc.
The evaluation measure E  is defined as:
P * RE = i -
where
P =  precision 
R  =  recall
6 is a measure of the relative importance, to a user, of recall and precision.
It is shown that precision and recall are inversely related, i.e. when precision 
increases recall decreases and vice versa. The effort in IR systems is to increase either 
precision or recall without severely degrading the other.
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) is a technique for recognizing characters 
from a scanned image and converting them to ASCII representation. For printed 
documents, OCR techniques can recognize characters and words with high level of 
accuracy. The only issue from the IR point of view is whether and to what extent do 
OCR errors affect the accmracy and effectiveness of the IR system. Several research 
experiments have shown that the raw word accuracy of OCR output is sufficient for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6retrieval purposes, i.e. presence of OCR errors does not affect the average retrieval 
performance. For more information see (Taghva et al., 1996: Taghva et al.. 1995; 
Taghva et al.. 1994: Croft et al., 1994).
IR Systems Models
The notion of retrieval effectiveness (performance) is one of the most important 
issues in the IR area, and its improvement has been the subject of uuuiy research 
efforts. Retrieval effectiveness is, in simple tenns, the ability of the system to retrieve 
relevant documents while at the same time suppressing the retrieval of non-relevant 
documents. This concern for better retrieval performance luvs led to development of 
many different models for IR systems. The most populcur tue Boolean model. Vector 
Space model, and Probabilistic model.
Boolean Model
In the standard Boolean retrieval model (Fox et al.. 1992), each document is 
associated with a set of keywords or index terms. Each query is in the form of 
Boolean expression, i.e. a set of terms linked by the Boolean operators AND, OR 
and NOT. The documents retrieved for a given query are those that contain index 
terms in the combination specified by the query. In the basic Boolean models there 
is no relevancy ranking; the results is binary decision ’’retrieve’/ ’’don't retrieve’’. In 
various extended Boolean models there is a type of a  relevancy ranking, mostly based 
on presence/ absence of the query terms in the document.
Vector Space Model
In the vector space model, both documents and queries are represented as vectors 
of terms they contain. These vectors possibly contain weights of the terms. A vector 
matching function is used to compute the similarity between a document and a query, 
and the documents are ranked based on that similarity. The vector matching is 
based on the cosine correlation used to measure the cosine of the angle between two
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7vectors. In general, for document d and query q represented by d =  {xi.xo  Xn)
and q = {yi.yo, «/»), one can observe that the cosine measime is:
similar ity{d,q) =
yZL. 4  • E:U. y'i
where
Xi =  the term in the vector for document d 
yi =  the term in the vector for query q 
n =  the number of unique terms in the data set 
(Harmcm. 1992)
The most popular system based on Vector Space model is the SMART system 
developed by Cornell University (Buckley. 1985).
Probabilistic Model
In the probabilistic model, a query typically consists of simple set (vector), of 
query terms. Each document is also represented as a vector, and the result is an 
estimated probability of relevance for each document (Paice. 1991). This model is
based on the premise that the terms that appear in previously retrieved relevant
documents for a given query should be given a higher importance (weight).
'  ( / \ r _ n . )
similar ity[d,q) =  ^ ( C  +  log--------- —)
i = l
where
I =  the number of matching terms between document d and query q 
C  =  a constant for tuning the similarity function 
Ui =  the number of documents having term i in the data set 
N  — the number of documents in the data set.
(Harman, 1992)
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8The majority of commercial IR systems today are based on probabilistic models, 
and each of them implements some modifications. The INQUERY system which is 
used in the experiments in this thesis is based on the probabilistic model.
Query Expansion
There are myriad of techniques for improving the retrieval performance of an IR 
system. One of the most popular is Query Expansion (QE).
The initial user query consists of terms (words, phrases) that express the in­
formation needed. Combinations of the terms that are relevant to the information 
sought form a cpiery. It has been realized that sometimes the terms chosen in the 
query can be inadequate to express the concept accurately, and although these ex­
act terms may not be present in the document, it can still be relevant to the topic 
searched. Therefore, the original query is expanded with additional terms, and it has 
been shown that, in general, query expansion is a good tool for increasing recall (re­
trieving more relevant documents). Query expansion can be performed in the initial 
query formulation, in the query reformulation stage of the online search, or in both 
(Efthimiadis, 1996).
The basic techniques for query expansion can be divided in 2 categories:
0  Expansion based on search results. This type of expansion is based on rele­
vance feedback methods. Basically the query is expanded with terms that are 
extracted from previously retrieved relevant documents. The user is feeding 
back into the system decisions on the relevance of retrieved documents.
0  Expansion based on knowledge structures. In this type of expansion additional 
terms for query expansion are found in some form of knowledge structure, that 
can be independent or dependent of the document collection. Examples of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
knowledge structures are some algorithmic process, dictionaries and lexicons, 
automatically or manually constructed thesauri.
Thesaurus
Thesauri are the most widely used knowledge structures for query expansion. 
They provides a precise and controlled vocabuhuy which can serve for controlled index 
in document indexing and for reformulating (exptmding) the queries. IR thesaurus is 
both a dictionary and a thesaurus. It typically consists of list of terms, where a term 
is either a single word or a phrase, incorporating the relationships between them. 
Most of the IR thesauri me designed for a specific subject and are domain dependent 
(Srinivasdan, 1992). Thesauri can be used both in document indexing and retrieval. 
In indexing the most appropriate thesaurus entries can be selected for document 
representation. In searching, the thesaurus can be used to expand the user's queries 
with synonyms, related terms and broader terms in order to retrieve more relevant 
document and therefore increase recall. As a search-aid tool, the thesaurus is in 
general a recall-increasing tool. It is obvious that adding more search terms in the 
query will result in more retrieved documents, preferably relevant documents. This 
can only improve recall and at best the precision will not degrade, although previous 
research work has shown that there is always a decrease in precision.
There are many techniques for both building the thesaurus and using it as an 
expansion tool. Term relationships are the most important aspect of the thesaurus 
since they contain valuable information of the conceptual interactions between terms. 
The most commonly used relationships are:
I. Equivalence relationships such as synonymy, quasi synonymy and preferred 
terms.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2. A hierarchical relationship such as narrower and broader terms.
3. Non-hierarchical relationships which include related terms, part-whole etc.
The relative value of these relationships is not clear, different experiments report 
on different findings of the relative usefulness of one type of relations over the other 
(Srinivasdan. 1992).
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CHAPTER 3
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Retrieval effectiveness from OCR text has received much attention in information 
retrieval research and literature. There me several reports on experiments involving 
retrieval effectiveness on OCR document collection. Croft et al. (1994) presented an 
evaluation of the accuracy for information retrieval with simulated OCR data. They 
showed that errors produced by high quality OCR devices have little effect on the 
accuracy of retrieval, although low quality devices used with short documents can re­
sult in significant degradation. Another experiment described in Taghva et al. ( 1994) 
is performed with probabilistic IR system tmd OCR document collection. The results 
show that there is no statistical difference in precision and recall compared to the 
manually typed (correct) document collection. The article also reports on possible 
side effect that could cause unstable results with the probabilistic data  model on in­
dividual queries. The same results are presented for the vector space model and OCR 
collection in Taghva et al. (1995). This study shows that average precision and recall 
is not affected for full text document collection when the OCR version is compared 
to its corresponding corrected text. In general, as stated in the comprehensive report 
Taghva et al. (1996) the average measures for retrieval effectiveness are not affected 
by OCR errors for systems based on different models across several collections. It is 
also demonstrated that ranking and feedback methods used for these models are not 
able to completely eliminate the effect of OCR errors.
Another set of previous research work relevant for this study includes reports 
on query expansion and usage of thesaurus as a search aid. The main topic of this
11
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study is to discover whether a manually constructed LSS thesaurus can be used 
as an automatic expansion tool to increase precision and recall for OCR document 
collection. The literature presents two opposite results based on experiments on very 
different environments.
Relational Thesauri in Information Retrieval 
IIT 1985
This is one of the first experiments done for evaluation of the effect of thesaurus 
in information retrieval. The article (Wang, 1985) describes techniques for construct­
ing a relational thesaurus, and reports on the series of experiments comparing the 
performance of the original non-expanded queries with queries enhanced using the 
relational thesauri. This is a fairly small experiment mainly done as a class project 
at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT). The document collection consists of 222 
abstracts from the Communications of the ACM. Total of 29 queries were run. with 
10 of them being ill-formed (contain only a few query terms). The results of these 
experiments show that use of thesaurus improves both precision and recall, and the 
expansion that combines several relations together is the most effective. The experi­
ment also shows that the best results come from the set of the 10 ill-formed queries. 
The report show statistically significant improvement in precision and recall, but the 
small size of the document collection and query set is an important point for this 
experiment thus making the results questionable.
Query Expansion in Boolean Environment 
University of Tampere 1992
This experiment is very similar to the third experiment performed in this study,
i.e. the thesaurus expansion on Boolean queries (Kirstensen, 1992). A bigger col­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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lection of 227,000 Finish articles were used for testing. The test environment was 
BASIS information retrieval system, which uses traditional Boolean logic methodol­
ogy. Twenty-one queries were rim, and four forms of expansions were performed based 
on the information in the search-aid thesaurus. The expansion modes were: synonym, 
narrower term, related term and union. This experiment uses relative recall for per­
formance analysis, which was estimated by setting the recall of the union search to 
100%. The results show a significant increase of the recall for more than 50%. which 
is close to our results for the Boolean queries test set - the recall increased for almost 
30% in our experiment. As for the precision, this experiment also shows much smaller 
(although significant) decrease in precision of only 18%. On the contrary, our study 
shows a precision drop slightly bigger than the recall increase.
Query Expansion with WordNet. 1994
Many of the experiments performed on small document collection failed to con­
firm the findings in the large collections such as TREC (Vorhees k  Hon. 1993). 
Therefore it has been shown that mimy of the past techniques needed to be re-tested 
with large collections of documents. This experiment (Vorhees. 1994) is actually a 
re-testing with a large document collection. The queries were expanded using Word- 
Net. a manually constructed lexical system. The results of the testing show little 
difference on the average precision and recall for expanded queries. Some individual 
queries show improvement but others show degradation. The net effect over a set of 
queries is degraded performance compared to the no expansion.
ISRI Experiment with BASISplus, 1999
The study (Taghva et al., 1999) reports on the experiment with thesaurus ex­
pansion in BASISplus environment. The thesaurus used for query expansion is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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same LSS thesaurus which is used in this thesis. The experiments are done on correct 
collection only, and only preferred term expansion was tested.
The results show that expansion with one thesaurus relation type (preferred 
terms) has no significant effect on average precision and recall. For nine queries the 
recall has increased. All of these were ill-formed queries, which is the same behavior 
as shown in this thesis.
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C H A P T E R  4
ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION
Document cUid Query Collection
In order to understand effects of a thesaurus as a search-aid tool on the OCR 
text, the experimental research has to be performed on a collection of documents that 
is a good test set for both OCR and IR performance. Document analysis rec[uires 
that the collection consist of documents with numerous fonts, different ciualities of 
hard copy and should contain various graphical materials (e.g. fonnulas. graphs, 
photos and maps). From the IR point of view the collection must cover diverse 
topics, have documents of different length, distinct writing styles and a set of queries 
with corresponding relevancy judgments. In addition, for research dealing with OCR 
errors and their effect, both OCR recognized and corresponding manually correct 
collections are needed (Taghva et al.. 1996).
The document collection on which the experiments for this thesis were performed 
consists of 1058 document (46,731 pages). These documents are part of LSS (Licens­
ing Support System) prototype document collection, that was given to the Infor­
mation Science Research Institute (ISRI) by the Department of Energy (DOE) for 
continued study in the areas of optical character recognition and information retrieval. 
The full collection consist of approximately 2600 documents (104,000 pages) together 
with their correct ASCII text and page images.
15
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Most of the documents in the collection deal with technical and scientific topics, 
but they do cover diverse subject areas within this domain. The document set used 
contains a lot of maps, charts, formulas and other graphic material. The collection 
consists of full-text documents. The average document length is forty pages and the 
median length is sixteen pages. For more information on the collection see (Nartker 
et al.. 1992.
The experiments in this study were done on two collections. The first one is the 
above discussed collection of 1058 OCR recognized documents. The second collection 
is the manually corrected corresponding version of the first collection. The accuracy 
rate of the second collection is estimated to be 99.8%. Since this collection was man­
ually typed from hard copy, there me occasional errors due to misspelling, ommitions 
of text etc.
The queries used for the testing are a subset of the LSS prototype test questions. 
Some of the queries have been excluded because they were designed to retrieve infor­
mation from a the structured fields of the records (Title. Author etc.) and not the 
actual text.
Sixty-eight queries were rim against the OCR <md correct collection. The queries 
were originally constructed to test the usability of the collection for the potential users. 
The prototype test questions were translated as a simplified text only queries. For 
the actual testing these text only queries were translated in the INQUERY query 
language.
Relevancy judgments for the 68 queries were collected for this document set 
during previous OCR and text retrieval research done at the Information Science 
Research Institute (see references). For each query, binary relevance judgments were 
made, and each document in the collection was classified as either relevant or not 
relevant to the query. Seven queries did not have relevant documents in the collection.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Excluding these, the average number of relevant documents per query is 10.
Thesaurus
The thesaurus used for the query expansion is manually built LSS (Licensing 
Support System) thesaurus which is specific to the collection domain. It is a relational 
thesaurus where relation types are used to indicate the relationship between two or 
more terms in the collection. The LSS thesaurus contain the following relation types:
Equivalent. Preferred Usage (UF)
This relation includes synonyms, abbreviations and other specially coded terms. 
Examples of abbreviations: Department of Energy and DOE; Nuclear R egulatory 
Commission and NRG. Both terms have the same meaning, they are not actual syn­
onyms because one is the abbreviation of the other. Both terms are interchangeably 
used in the document text. Example of the synonym is: Geothermics and Geologic 
Heat.
Narrower (Specific) Usage (NT)
The broader/narrower usage relation provides hierarchical orgcmization of the 
thesaurus. The database for the LSS thesaurus provides only narrower usage relation, 
and for query expansion with broader terms the inverse of the narrower terms was 
used. Hierarchy relations in the thesaurus are very useful for query expansion because 
inclusion of the more specific topics can retrieve relevant documents that do not 
contain the more general term used in the original query. For example: Canals, 
G lac ie rs , Lakes, Oceans are all narrower terms of S urface Waters, and B la s tin g  
is a broader term for S h aft Sinking.
Related, Reference Usage (RT)
Related term indicates that some logical relationship exists between two terms. 
For example, Turbulence and Suspended Sedim ents are related terms in LSS the­
saurus.
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All these relations were used in the query expansion, with various combinations 
of relations for expansion and different weight assigned to different relations.
INQUERY
The tests were done with the INQUERY search engine. INQUERY system was 
chosen because it provides a wide range of operators, including probabilistic interpre­
tations of the Boolean operators, which allows search key weighting. INQUERY is a 
probabilistic inference network-based system, which revolves on the idea of combining 
multiple sources of evidence to establish the relevance of the document to the query. 
The system is based on Bayesian inference network, which provides strict rules of 
how to combine the sources of evidence (Belkin & Fox. 1994). All keys are attached 
with a belief value, which is approximated with the following fonnula (.Jarvelin & 
Kekiilainen. 1998):
t f u ______________0.4 -F 0.6 * —------—---- — -u
f / i j + 0 . 5 + l . 5 * ( ^ )  log(iV-t-1.0)
where
tfij =  the frequency of the term i in the document j  
dlj =  the length of document j  (number of unique terms in a document) 
adl = average document length in the collection (number of unique terms in a 
document)
N  — collection size (as a  number of documents) 
dfi =  number of documents containing term i.
The INQUERY retrieval system incorporates a  large set of operators, which was 
the main reason why it was used for the tests. Two sets of queries were run: one 
using the INQUERY probabilistic operators, # su m  and i^wsum, and other with 
INQUERY Boolean operators. However, the Boolean operators in INQUERY are
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not strict and they allow ranking of the results, which provides a significantly better 
performance than strict Boolean retrieval.
The INQUERY query language provides a set of operators to specify relations 
between search terms. The following INQUERY operators have been used for the 
construction of the queries:
The SUM operator - # su m (T i 7%) The sum  operator is the default IN­
QUERY operator. For a document to be retrieved for a query specified with the
# su m  operator, at least one of the query terms T i T„ have to occur somewhere
in the document.
Weighted SUM operator - #wsum{Wa W \Ty W^T-i,. . .  ,WnTn) The terms con­
tained in the weighted sum operator are treated unequally when searching the docu­
ment collection. The terms are rimked according to the weight associated with each 
of them (Wn), and the final belief score is scaled by U/,.
Boolean AND operator - #band{T\ T%) All of the terms within a jj^band
operator must be found in a document in order for this operator to contribute to the 
belief score of that document.
OR operator - # o r(T i....... 7%) One of the terms within the # o r  operator has to
be present in the document retrieved.
Ordered distance operator - # N (T \ ....... T%) The terms within an ordered dis­
tance operator must be found within N  words of each other in the text in order to 
contribute to the document’s beUef score.
Phrase operator - T i, . . . ,  7%) Terms within jf^phrase operator are eval­
uated to determine if they occur together frequently in the collection. If so, the oper­
ator is treated as an ordered distance operator of 3 (#3). If the terms are not found 
to co-occur in the collection, the j^phrase operator is turned into a operator.
Formal interpretation of INQUERY operators (Jarvelin k. Kekalainen, 1998):
Pband{QliQ2i • • ■ iQn) ~  Pi * p2 * ■ ■ ~ * Pn
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P o r i Q l , Q 2 , - - - - Q n )  =  1 - ( 1 - P l ) * { l - P 2 ) *  - - * ( 1 - P « )  
r,  ( P l  + P 2  +  • • • + P n )
^sum — n
, ^  ^  ^  \  W , * { W i * P i  +  W 2 * P 2  +  - - -  +  W n * P n )
P w su m y^ a ^ l^ l' ^ 2 ^ 2 ^  ■ ■ ■ ' ^ n ^ n )  ,  , , .
( Wl -\- W-2 +  . . . +  UJn)
where
P = probability
Qi  =  either a string or an INQUERY expression 
Pi{ i  = I . . .  a) =  the belief value of Qi 
LUi =  the assigned weight for Qi 
tUy =  weight given for a clause.
An important observation with regards to the experimental results is that the 
INQUERY search engine itself modifies the query and its terms prior to running the 
query. Not all of the modifications and changes that are done by INQUERY are 
known. Some of the known ones are:
<) Removal of stop words (words that have no retrieval value, e.g. 'the', 'in')
0  Stemming (removal of prefixes, suffixes: possible reducing to root form of the 
word)
The actual amount and methodology of query preprocessing by INQUERY is not 
known.
Query Construction and 
Expansion Methodology
The queries were written in three forms. The original form was text-only, as 
initialy supplied by DOE. These queries were rewritten in simplified text-only form, 
in order to be feasible for searching and automatic expansion. In the third form
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the queries are (automatically) translated in INQUERY syntax, and are run in this 
format. Different translation was applied to the Boolean and Non-Boolean (weighted) 
queries tests.
Example: Query TEJA-T1-Q2
Text format
Find article on hydraulic fracture stress measurements at Yucca Mountain.
Simplified text format
Hydraulic Fracture Stress Measurements "Yucca Mountain"
Weighted query
#sum(Hydraulic F rac tu re  S tre s s  Measurements #phrase(Yucca
M ountain))
Boolean query
#band(#10(H ydraulic F rac tu re ) S tre s s  Measurements #10(Yucca
M ountain))
A set of tools (programs) was built for the automatic query expansion with the 
LSS thesaurus. These programs perform the following steps for the expansion:
1. Terms in the LSS thesaurus are stemmed prior to any query expansion. The 
stemming algorithm used is the one proposed by Paice in (Paice. 1990).
2. The original query is broken into terms, that can be single words or multiple 
word phrases. These terms are stemmed.
3. For each term that is to be expanded (terms to be expanded are either original 
terms or selected expanded terms) the appropriate related terms are selected 
from the thesaurus and "added” to the query. These terms are refereed to as 
expansion terms’. The methodology for combining the expansion terms with 
the original terms is different for Boolean and Non-Boolean experiment, as well 
as for different types of expansion.
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4. The terms occurring more than once in the query are "cleaned” , i.e. only one 
occurrence of the term is kept, and the highest weight of all occurrences is 
assigned.
Seven different types of query expansion are rim for both Boolean and Non- 
Boolean queries. These are described in the following chapter.
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C H A P T E R  5
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
Experiment I: Non-Boolean Queries with 
Individual Word Expansion
First set of tests were performed on queries constructed with INQUERY prob­
abilistic operators ffwsum ), referred to as Non-Boolean queries in the text.
Expansion with terms from the thesaurus was done only on individual words in the 
query. The expansions are based on the exact matching of the stem of the query term 
with the stem of the term in the thesaurus. All thesaurus terms that are exactly the 
same as the words from the original query are selected for expansion and added to 
the original query.
For all experiments, matching of the query terms with the terms from the the­
saurus was done on previously stemmed terms. The query is expanded with actual 
(non-stemmed) terms from the thesaurus.
This set of queries was only run against the OCR collection. Because the majority 
of the entries in the LSS thesaurus are multi-word phrases the expectance of the 
meaningful and useful expansion was much higher for the phrase matching expansion 
(experiment 2), which was performed on both OCR and correct collection.
Seven different expansion modes were tested and 68 queries were expanded. The 
natural text-only queries were first rewritten in the form where only terms that were
23
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relevant for the query are included, i.e. terms that do not have a retrieval value are 
removed from the queries.
Example: Query INJD-T3-Q1:
LSS Prototype Test Question 
Vbiir office is trying to trace the evolution o f N RC ’s position on repository sealing con­
cepts (e.g. shaft and borehole seals). You need to produce a listing o f all documents 
(including meeting material) discussing seals.
Text only translation 
Find documents discussing repository sealing concepts (shaft mid borehole seals).
Rewritten simplified query 
R epository S ea lin g  S h aft Borehole S eals
In addition, proper nouns and some obvious phrases are enclosed in quotes in 
order to be distinguished as multi-word phrases in the expansion process. In the 
second step, these queries are automatically translated with INQUERY syntax using 
the following rules and operators:
0  # sum  operator was used for the original cpieries.
0  #pkrase  operator was used for terms enclosed in quotes (for original query 
terms) and also for expansion terms from the thesaurus which are multi-word 
phrases.
0  j^wsum  operator was used for all expanded queries, with different weights as­
signed to different types of expanded terms.
Within the #u;sum  operator for the expanded queries, different weights were 
assigned to terms with different relation to the original query term. The weighting 
scheme used was chosen according to the relative value of the relation type for the 
expansion, which is mostly based on the conclusions of the previous experimental
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research (Jarvelin k  Kekalainen. 1998). Weighting the original query terms higher 
than expansion terms is common practice in query expansion.
The following weights are assigned to different expansion types:
10 to original terms
9 to synonyms (UF)
7 - 2  to narrower terms (NT) according to the level of the term.
Terms that are narrower terms of the original are given weight 7:
second level are the narrower terms of narrower terms of level 1. 
and these are given weight 6. etc.
5 to related terms (RT)
3 to broader terms (BT).
For all experiments, when selecting terms for the expansion from the thesaurus 
database table, stems of terms (phrases) are matched. That means that the words 
from the query are stemmed first and then the expansion terms are selected from the 
thesaurus, based on equality with query stems.
Expansion terms added to the query are not stemmed. Original terms from the 
thesaurus are added, and they might contain stop words.
Example: Query TEJA-T1-Q2 
Find documents that discuss the Environmental Assessment for the Yucca Mountain 
Site and discuss the repository's affect on economic and social conditions o f Nye 
County.
This query was first modified as:
Environm ental Assessment "Y ucca Mountain S i t e ' ' R eposito ry  Economic 
Socisri. ‘ 'Nye C o u n ty '' .
Then it was automatically translated with INQUERY syntax as:
#sum(Environmental Assessment #phrase(Yucca Mountain S i te )  R eposito ry  
Economic S o cia l #phrase(Nye County))
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After UNION expansion with narrower, broader, related terms and synonyms 
(USE-FOR):
#wsum(l 10 Environmental 10 Assessment 10 #phrase(Yucca Mountain S ite )  
10 R eposito ry  10 Economic 10 S o c ia l 10 #phrase(Nye County) 5 Ecology 5 
Tuff 5 #phrase(Yucca Mountain) 5 #phrase(Y ucca Mountain P ro je c t)  5 
#phrase(H igh Level Waste D isposal) 5 #phrase(R eposito ry  R egulations)
5 tfphrase(Government Budgets) 5 Tourism 3 #phrase(C andidate S i te s )  3 
#phrase(Nye County NV) 3 #phrase(Nye County, NV) 3 #phrase(W aste 
D isposal) 3 #phrase(Socioeconomic F ac to rs) 7 #phrase(A ccessib le  
Environment) 7 Biosphere 7 #phrase(Environm ental Impacts) 7 #phrase( 
Environm ental Q uality) 7 Paleoenvironm ents 7 #ph rase(C on tro lled  
Areas) 7 #phrase(G eologic S e ttin g )  7 #phrase(R eposito ry  Access) 7 
# ph rase(R eposito ry  Design) 7 #phrase(R eposito ry  F a c i l i t i e s )  7 
# phrase(R eposito ry  L icensing) 7 #phrase(R eposito ry  L ife  Cycle) 7 
#ph rase(R eposito ry  O perations) #phrase(R eposito ry  System 
Perform ance Assessment) 7 # p h ra se (S ite  S e le c t io n ) )
There are 364 terms in the original queries. Sixty-eight original queries were run. 
For 63 queries all relevant documents were retrieved, leaving only 5 queries with less 
than 100% recall. All of these 5 queries are 'ill-formed queries' (Taghva et al.. 1999). 
i.e. they consist of very few query terms.
Typical example is the query INJC-T3-Q2: 
r i s k  cussessment, which consists of only two terms.
The following seven modes of expansions were tested:
1. Expansion with synonyms only (UF).
2. Expansion with narrower terms only, first level o f expansion only (N T  level I).
3. Expansion with narrower terms only, with infinite expansion level (NT). This
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means that first the original query terms are expanded with narrower terms. 
Then the expanded terms are again expanded with narrower terms, but they 
are given less weight. The process continues imtil there are no more terms to 
be added.
4. Expansion with related terms only (RT). Related terms expansion is the one 
that adds the largest number of terms to the query. However, it is the worst one 
in the drop/increase rates of precision/recall. A closer look on expanded queries 
show that added related terms are usually not very relevant to the query.
5. Expmsion with synonyms and narrower terms only (UF-NT), first level of ex­
pansion only. The experiments show that the expansion with narrower terms 
only is better than the expansion with both synonyms and narrower terms, 
which is somewhat surprising. The difference is due to the fact that hist expan­
sion is performed for only one level (only original terms are expanded), and the 
previous test with narrower terras only is performed on infinite expansion level 
of expansion.
6. Expansion with union of synonyms, narrower, related and broader terms, only 
first level o f expansion for narrower terms (UNION level I).
7. Expansion with union o f synonyms, narrower, related and broader terms, infi­
nite level o f expansion for narrower terms (UNION).
Statistics and results for the Non-Boolean queries with word only expansion are 
shown in Tables 1,2 and 3.
Table 3 shows the average precision and recall over all 68 queries. The average 
for precision and recall are defined as follows (Kristensen, 1992):
R  =  [ ^ ( r , / t t ) ]  * 100/n 
1=1
P  =  ÊViM)! • 1“ /"
1= 1
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Table I: Query Statistics Table for Experiment 1
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Number of expansion 
terms added
Not
expanded
queries
Average 
number of 
expansion 
terms per 
query
Maximum 
number of 
added 
terms in 
query
1 UF 277 11 4 15
2 .NT level I b‘26 14 9 255
3 NT 2873 14 43 342
4 RT 1922 13 28 202
5 UF-NT 1165(888 NT, 277 UF) 8 17 64
6 UNION 
level I
3322(888 NT, 277 UF. 
235 BT, 1922 RT)
7 49 255
7 UNION 6216(3782 NT. 277 UF. 
235 BT. 1922 RT)
7 91 493
where
Ti =  number of relevant and retrieved documents for the ith query 
ti =  total number of relevant documents for the ith query 
di =  number of retrieved documents for the fth query 
n =  total number of queries.
The query construction and the methodology for assigning weights in this ex­
periment is based on the previous study (Jarvelin k  Kekalainen, 1992), although 
the emphasis here is not on the query structure but on thesaurus expansion. Both 
experiments gave similar results for the best expansion type.
Overall this experiment doesn’t show any significant improvement over recall. 
One reason is that the collection size is too small to show any significant difference.
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Table 2: 11-point Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 1
Precision (%)
Recall
(%)
Original UF NT 
level 1
NT RT UF-
NT
UNION
level 1
UNION
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
10 57.96 56.62 45.37 43.06 43.99 45.47 39.17 45.18
20 50.59 49.19 40.74 39.23 37.36 36.86 34.29 38.43
30 43.05 41.79 37.86 33.79 35.09 33.44 32.98 34.45
40 39.57 38.26 33.72 31.13 33.00 30.64 29.70 31.81
50 33.72 32.98 27.92 25.79 28.05 25.81 25.41 25.36
60 29.62 28.11 24.59 22.38 24.31 22.35 21.89 21.20
70 22.08 20.64 17.73 15.78 18.44 16.53 16.54 16.12
80 18.34 17.64 14.77 13.04 15.93 14.66 14.70 14.31
90 12.94 12.08 10.74 10.54 10.39 10.47 10.32 10.49
100 10.21 9.50 8.42 8.42 8.48 8.1 8.00 8.28
The other reason is that INQUERY search engine with its probabilistic # su m  and 
# w su m  operators is able to return a very high portion of the relevant documents 
without any expansion. In this experiment, only for 5 queries not all of the relevant 
documents were returned for the original queries. Therefore any improvement on 
recall can be done only on these 5 queries. The last expansion {UNION)  was able 
to retrieve all relevant documents for these 5 queries. Although this result might be 
significant, it still needs to be confirmed on much bigger document collection.
The precision drop is much higher than recall increase. For the best expansion 
( UNION)  the precision decreased for 23.6 % from the original queries, and the recall 
increased for only 0.93%.
From these tests it can be concluded that the most beneficial type of expansion 
is the expansion with narrower terms, giving better results for infinite expansion level 
for narrower terms.
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Table 3: Average Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 1
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Precision Recall Precision 
drop (%)
Recall 
increase (%)
Original 0.0233 0.9907
1 UF 0.0229 0.9913 1.72 0.06
2 NT level 1 0.0187 0.9962 19.70 0.55
3 NT 0.0184 0.9990 21.00 0.83
4 RT 0.0185 0.9916 20.60 0.09
5 UF-NT 0.0181 0.9967 22.30 0.60
6 UNION 
level 1
0.0179 0.9971 23.20 0.64
7 UNION 0.0178 1.000 23.60 0.93
Experiment 2: Non-Boolean Queries with 
Phrase Matching Expansion
The second set of tests was performed for Non-Boolean queries, but the thesaurus 
expansion was based on matching the phrases in the original queries with the cor­
responding phrases in the thesaurus. Almost all of the entries in the LSS thesaurus 
are multi-word phrases, and the original assumption was that this type of matching 
for the expansion is more likely to give higher expansion and better results than the 
previous experiment with word-only expansion. The actual results did not confirm 
the expectations for several possible reasons, listed below.
The expansion methodology was the following: If there is a phrase in the query 
that matches some phrase (entry) in the thesaurus, then the whole phrase is taken as 
a term for expansion, and the whole phrase (term) from the thesaurus is added as an
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Figure 3: Experiment l - Average Precision/Recall
expansion term. If a word in the query is not a part of a phrase that matches, then 
the individual word is a base for expansion.
Otherwise, this set of tests is the same as the previous experiment, except that not 
only individual words, but also the phrases in the query were matched and expanded 
with thesaurus terms.
What is different from the word expansion experiment:
1. In this experiment the weight for the original terms was set to 99. The reason is 
that the original query terms are much more important and relevant to the query 
than any other expansion terms. Therefore setting the weight higher should 
ensure that documents containing original query terms are ranked higher than 
documents containing only expansion terms, even if the number of containing 
expansion terms is large. However, the relevancy ordering results show that 
the original terms, even with this higher weight become ’flooded’ with other
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expansion terms because the number of expansion terms is very large.
Since most of the terms in the thesamus are phrases, using phrase matching with 
the query terms was beneficial. More different expansion terms were retrieved 
from the thesaurus and added to the queries, especially with the synonym ( UF) 
expansion.
2. For this experiment, the narrower term expansion was done not only on the orig­
inal terms, but also on the terms obtained by synonym expansion. The reason 
is that the synonym relation in general implies that the terms luvs equal mean­
ing. imd therefore the expansion of the synonyms should add more potentially 
relevant terras to the query.
3. Expanded (queries were “cleaned” of the duplicate terms. Duplicate terms in 
the expanded queries occur when a certain entry from the thesaurus is chosen 
as cUi expansion term from more than one possible relation. It is not clear 
from the previous research work whether these multiple occurrences should be 
kept or replaced with only one. The expectation in this experiment was that 
removing the duplicates would prevent the original query terms from becoming 
less important due to the presence and high combined weight of too many 
expansion terms. The occurrence of the term with the highest weight was kept.
Besides these changes, the experiment is the same as the word expansion exper­
iment. This experiment was done on both OCR and correct collection.
The 68 original queries were run. There were 314 terms in the original queries, 
both individual words and phrases. From 68 queries, only in 5 (4 for the correct 
collection) queries not all relevant documents were returned. These are the same 
ill-formed queries as in the previous experiment.
For UF (synonyms only) expansion, OCR rates of precision-drop/ recall-increase 
are better than for the correct collection. Expansion N T  (narrower terms) is not
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beneficial, precision drops more than recall increases for both OCR and correct col­
lections. In this experiment UNION level 1 expansion performs a lot better than 
expansion on only narrower terms (NT), which is opposite from the previous experi­
ment (word expansion). The most likely reason for this improvement is the fact that 
in this experiment, if a synonym expansion is performed, then the narrower term ex­
pansion is done both on the original term and the expanded terms from the synonym 
expansion.
UNION level 1 expansion shows a drop in precision compared to previous expan­
sion (UF-NT). Therefore adding the related and broader terms was not beneficial.
The results of the tests performed within Experiment are shown in Tables 4. 5,
6. 7. 8.
Table 4: Query Statistics Table for Experiment 2
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Number of expansion 
terms added
Not
expanded
queries
Average 
number of 
expimsion 
terras per 
query
Maximum 
number of 
added 
terms in 
query
1 UF 213 11 3 14
2 NT level I 716 16 9 36
3 NT 2430 16 33 175
4 RT 1237 12 28 202
5 UF-NT 957 (744 NT. 213 UF) 8 15 62
6 UNION 
level 1
1995(744 NT, 213 UF 
184 BT, 854 RT)
6 45 242
7 UNION 3739 (2488 NT, 213 UF, 
184 BT, 854 RT)
6 75 265
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Table 5: 11-point Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 2 (OCR)
Precision (%)
Recall
(%)
Original UF NT
level 1
NT RT UF-
NT
UNION 
level 1
UNION
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
10 58.41 56.42 55.94 56.63 56.42 56.36 53.24 53.19
20 50.76 50.63 49.31 46.65 48.71 49.10 46.43 44.26
30 44.88 45.88 44.54 42.23 41.58 43.66 41.35 39.67
40 40.39 41.05 40.17 38.57 38.32 39.39 38.59 38.25
50 34.04 34.97 35.21 33.39 32.87 34.33 33.45 31.73
60 29.69 29.10 29.41 27.57 27.91 29.39 29.18 26.26
70 22.11 21.08 22.68 20.16 21.05 21.84 21.64 19.18
80 17.90 16.98 18.18 16.68 17.03 18.42 18.66 17.07
90 12.29 12.47 12.65 12.25 12.01 13.32 12.63 12.35
100 9.98 10.02 10.10 9.71 9.66 10.73 10.04 9.87
This experiment does not show any significant improvement over recall. The 
major improvement is that the UNION expansion is able to retrieve all relevant doc­
uments for all queries. Also, there is no significiuit difference between the improvement 
for OCR and correct collection. It seems that OCR data can benefit more from the 
expansion, since the precision/recall for the original queries was slightly better for 
correct collection. For every expansion the precision/recall for OCR was the same as 
for the correct collection. Therefore, the increase in recall is slightly better for OCR 
collection. Precision increases at some recall points, but drops on the average.
Exxperiment 3: Boolean Queries
The third experiment includes testing the usefulness of thesaurus query expansion 
for Boolean queries.
For this experiment the original text-only queries were changed to match the 
translation for Boolean retrieval model. When modifying the text-only queries an
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Table 6: 11-point Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 2 (Correct)
Precision {%)
Recall
(%)
Original UF NT 
level 1
NT RT UF-
NT
UNION 
level 1
UNION
0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1Ü 58.33 58.13 57.13 58.22 59.02 57.22 57.55 56.59
20 51.63 51.18 50.27 48.29 50.75 49.39 47.44 45.35
30 43.34 44.00 43.84 42.85 42.29 42.08 40.60 39.17
40 38.00 39.33 39.11 38.64 37.31 38.34 36.84 36.57
50 33.36 33.86 35.28 32.66 31.35 34.05 32.49 29.66
60 29.52 29.32 29.55 27.20 28.33 29.14 28.52 26.48
70 23.27 22.80 23.75 21.54 22.74 22.77 22.25 20.63
80 18.14 18.30 19.36 18.11 18.14 19.82 19.41 17.87
90 13.41 13.97 14.01 13.55 13.46 14.42 14.00 13.21
100 11.01 11.38 11.37 10.76 11.08 11.73 11.32 10.75
attem pt was made for minimizing the changes on the queries. The queries are modified 
such that the minimum number of query terms is removed. These changes were 
necessary for the translation in Boolean syntax to be feasible.
INQUERY Boolean AND (#6and) operator is used for combining the original 
terms. In this experiments jf^pkrase operator is no longer used, since it can convert 
to a^sum operator tmd is not suitable for Boolean querying. Instead of jf^phrase. #10 
(proximity within 10 words) is used for multiple word terms. Weighting of terms is 
not used in the Boolean queries (it’s not possible in INQUERY).
The terms in the original queries are combined with #6and (Boolean AND) 
operator. For each of the original terms, expansion terms are obtained from the 
thesaurus and then combined together with the original term with the OR operator. 
After all original terms are expanded, all of the OR-ed sets are combined with #6and.
Example: Query TEJD-T3-Q2:
Find documents that discuss data collected from drill boles on the depth o f the
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Table 7: Average Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 2 (OCR)
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Precision Recall Precision 
drop (%)
Recall 
increase (%)
Original 0.0239 0.9886
I UF 0.0206 0.9944 13.80 0.58
2 NT level I 0.0189 0.9925 20.90 0.39
3 NT 0.0187 0.9925 21.70 0.39
4 RT 0.0186 0.9917 22.10 0.31
5 UF-NT 0.0181 0.9967 24.30 0.81
6 UNION 
level 1
0.0177 0.9967 35.00 0.81
7 UNION 0.0177 1 35.00 1.14
chemicai composition of, imcl nny chnnges to the groundwater (ground water) in 
the saturated zone at Yucca Mountain.
Modification:
d r i l l  h o les  dep th  "chem ical com position" "ground w ater" " sa tu ra ted "  
"zone" "Yucca Mountain"
Boolean translation:
# b an d (D rill Holes Depth #10(Chemical Composition) #10(Ground Water)
#10(S a tu ra ted  Zone) #10(Yucca Mountain) )
After expansion:
#band(#or( #10(Well D r i ll in g )  D r i l l  ) Holes Depth #10(Chemical 
Composition) # o r(  #10(A rtes ian  Water) #10(Ground Water R ights)
#10(P h re a tic  Water) Water #10(Ground Water) ) # o r( # 1 0 (P h rea tic
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Table 8: Average Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 2 (Correct)
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Precision Recall Precision 
drop (%)
Recall 
increiise (%)
Original 0.0240 0.9896
1 UF 0.0206 0.9944 16.50 0.48
2 NT level I 0.0189 0.9925 21.20 0.29
3 NT 0.0187 0.9925 22.10 0.29
4 RT 0.0186 0.9917 22.50 0.21
5 UF-NT 0.0182 0.9967 24.2 0.71
6 UNION
level I
0.0177 0.9967 26.25 0.71
7 UNION 0.177 1.000 26.25 1.04
Zone) #10(S a tu ra ted  Pores) #10(Zone of S a tu ra tio n )  #10(S a tu ra ted  
Zone) ) #10(Yucca Mountain) )
Because the original terms in the query are combined with Boolean AND opera­
tor. some of the terms from the text-only queries had to be excluded. In some cases, 
this removal of terms greatly affected the expansion. For example, in the thesaurus 
the term T0CFR2O’ is present, but not TO CFR 20’ which is how this term occurs 
in the collection. For Non-Boolean translation it was possible and feasible to include 
both terms in the query, because they were combined with the i f  sum  (or ifw sum ) 
operator. However, for Boolean query term ’10CFR20’ had to be excluded because 
Boolean AND operator is used; therefore this term won’t be expanded.
Otherwise the experiment is the same as natural queries with phrase matching 
expansion.
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This experiment was done on both OCR and correct collection.
Sixty-eight original queries were nm. There were 295 terms in the original queries 
(both individual words and phrases). From 68 queries, only in 4 queries all relevant 
documents were returned. More documents are returned for OCR than for correct 
collection. This is because in manually typed collection, some ptirts of the document 
(tables, figures) are not included, but they might be recognized cis text in the OCR 
document.
For N T  level 1 expansion mode, rates of precision drop/recall increase are worse 
for the OCR than for the correct collection. RT expansion shows better preci­
sion/recall for correct collection. In this experiment and opposite from previous 
experiments with Non-Boolean queries, the related term (RT) expansion is better 
than the narrower term and synonym expansion. RT expansion adds the largest 
number of terms, which is most likely the reason why it is more useful in the Boolean 
queries than in the Non-Boolean queries, since all added terms are combined with 
the OR operator. UNION level I exptmsion shows big difference in precision. The 
precision is much higher for the correct collection than OCR.
The UNION level I expansion is the best expansion for Boolean queries. The 
test for expansion shows big increase in recall. The precision/recall drop/increase 
ratio is still better for the correct collection.
In 3 queries both precision and recall increased.
In one query recall increased from 0 to 1.
In 2 queries no documents were returned for the original queries and some were 
returned with the expansion.
In 4 queries all relevant documents were returned with the expansion.
In 3 queries more relevant documents were returned for the OCR collection than 
for the correct collection. After looking at some of the documents retrieved, all of 
these had spelling errors in the correct collection (this collection is manually typed)
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which were correct in the OCR collection.
In 10 queries more relevant documents were returned for the correct collection 
than for the OCR collection.
The UNION level 1 expansion is better in precision than the UNION expansion, 
which is in turn opposite to the results from the previous two experiments with Non- 
Boolean queries.
Tests, results and statistics for this experiment are shown in Tables 9. 10 and 11. 
Table 9: Query Statistics Table for ELxperiment 3
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Number of expansion 
terms added
Not
expanded
queries
Average 
number of 
expansion 
terms per 
cpiery
Maximum 
number of 
added 
terms in 
query
1 UF 214 11 3 13
2 NT level 1 579 16 8 35
3 NT 2117 16 31 161
4 RT 902 14 13 85
5 UF-NT 924(710 NT. 214 UF) 8 13 52
6 UNION 
level 1
1955(710 NT. 214 UF. 
179 BT. 852 RT)
6 29 111
7 UNION 3707(2483 NT, 214 UF, 
176 BT. 834 RT)
6 54 208
Running the original queries against the OCR collection returns more documents 
than for the correct collection. This behaviour happens because some parts of the 
document (tables, figures) are not included in manually typed collection but can be 
recognized during OCR scanning and are part of the OCR text.
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Figure 11: Experiment 3 - Average Precision/Recall (Correct)
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Table 10: Average Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 3 (OCR)
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Precision Recall Precision 
drop (%)
Recall 
increase (%)
Original 0.1852 0.3693
I UF 0.1777 0.3909 4.0 5.5
2 NT level I 0.1814 0.3786 2.0 2.4
3 NT 0.1763 0.3842 4.8 3.9
4 RT 0.1552 0.4262 16.2 13.3
5 UF-NT 0.1743 0.4040 5.9 8.6
6 UNION 
level 1
0.1343 0.5091 27.5 27.5
7 UNION 0.1328 0.5091 28.3 27.5
This experiment shows significant improvement over recall. The best expansion 
in this experiment is UNION level 1 expansion (where narrower terms are expanded 
only one level, not infinite level of expansion). The results show that adding further 
narrower terms in relation with already expanded nturower terms only leads to de­
crease in precision, and recall stays the same. This is opposite to the experiments 
with Non-Boolean queries, where the best expansion was UNION with narrower terms 
infinite level of expansion.
For the best expansion mode recall increases for 27.5% in the best expansion 
mode, but there is also a significant drop of 27.5% in precision. This result is similar 
to the previous results given in (Kristensen,1992) regarding recall increase, but differs 
in the amount of precision drop. The study presented by Kristensen shows a 52% 
increase in recall with only 18% precision drop. A possible reason for these different
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Table 11: Average Precision/Recall Table for Experiment 3 (Correct)
Exp.
No.
Expansion
Type
Precision Recall Precision 
drop (%)
Recall 
increase (%)
Original 0.1853 0.3757
1 UF 0.1830 0.3996 1.2 5.9
2 NT level 1 0.1817 0.3847 1.9 2.3
3 NT 0.1778 0.3911 4.0 3.9
4 RT 0.1562 0.4350 15.7 13.6
5 UF-NT 0.1804 0.4123 2.6 8.9
6 UNION 
level 1
0.1395 0.5199 24.7 27.7
7 UNION 0.1377 0.5199 25.7 27.7
results in these two studies is. in Kristensen's study a relative recall is used; the recall 
for the UNION search is set to 100% in this study. This automatically leads to bigger 
recall increase.
There is no significant difference in the precision/recall for OCR and correct 
collection. In most cases the expansion was more beneficial to correct collection than 
OCR. i.e. the decrease in precision is shghtly less for the correct collection for same 
average recall.
Document Ranking
Non-Boolean Queries
The relevancy ranking lists of retrieved documents show that for virtually every 
query the ranking of the documents is changed when queries are expanded. Even in
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cases where no new relevant documents are returned, the same set of documents is 
reordered with respect to the original queries. Typical example is query IN.JA-Tl- 
Q l. where each different type of expansion returns the same relevant documents but 
completely reordered.
Example for relevant documents rankings for query INJB-Tl-Ql is shown in 
Table 12.
Table 12: Example of Relevant Documents Rankings for Query IN JB-Tl-Q l
Rank of the document for each expansion mode
Expansion Document No.
Type 6578 6575 6580 6582 1681
Original 1 3 4 5 30
UF 1 3 4 5 30
NT level I 20 2 6 1 66
NT 34 1 3 13 93
RT 2 3 1 4 34
UF-NT 9 1 10 2 47
UNION 
level 1
11 1 3 2 47
UNION 27 1 2 11 82
It is noticeable how the rank of the first relevant document drops in the expanded 
queries. For query INJB-T1-Q2 in the original run the first relevant document was 
ranked 8. When expanded with the UNION expansion, the first relevant document 
retrieved is ranked 21. Closer to the last relevant document retrieved, the ranking 
actually improves, for the same query the last relevant document in the original
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queries is ranked 424 and in the UNION expansion is ranked 383. which is slight 
improvement.
This behavior is prevalent within the 68 queries.
For the majority of the queries the relevancy ranking shows that the same docu­
ments ine sometimes ranked much lower in the expanded queries than in the original. 
For example, in the query INJB-T2-Q2 document 1539 is ranked 228 for the original 
run; the same document is ranked 646 in the UNION expansion. Only one additional 
relevant document is retrieved for the expanded query. These discrepancies in ranking 
arise for two redisons: 1) the queries are expimded with large number of new terms, 
which results in heavily increased number of retrieved documents; 2) for all but 5 
queries all relevant documents are already returned for the original cpiery. and any 
expansion can only introduce non-relevant documents and therefore lower the rank 
of the already retrieved relevant ones.
It is noticeable that there are several queries (IN.IB-T3-Q3) where relevancy 
ranking for the expanded queries has improved, although the majority of the queries 
show degradation in ranking. However, in these improved cases the ranking of the 
documents is also completely reordered.
This degradation of relevancy ranking is expected behavior for query expansion 
(Jones, 1994). It is obvious that since query expansion is recall-increasing technique 
it will retrieve more documents, either relevant or not. Therefore, the only reason for 
precision drop that happens in every query expansion experiment is the degradation 
of document ranking.
Boolean Queries
In case of the Boolean queries there is no typical behavior in relevancy ranking. 
The best expansion {UNION) was able to retrieve much more relevant documents 
for large portion of queries. Therefore for all these queries, ranking of the documents 
has improved. In the queries where the number of relevant documents retrieved
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is approximately the same for original and expanded queries, the behavior is still 
not consistent. For several queries the documents retrieved are just reordered, still 
maintaining the same relevancy rankings within the list of all retrieved documents 
(query INJA-Tl-Ql). For other queries there is a considerable drop in ordering of 
some relevant documents. For example, the query INJB-T2-Q1 in the original run 
returns only one relevant document ranked 5. The same query with UNION expimsion 
retrieves the same document, still only one relevant, now ranked 71.
In some cases the relevant documents retrieved in the expanded queries are 
ranked first, chtmging the relevancy ordering in larger extent.
For both Non-Boolean imd Boolean queries, there is some difference in ranking 
for OCR and correct collection, although it is not significant. In all cases some of the 
retrieved documents are swapped, but there is no big difference in the actual rank. 
Typical example is query IN.IB-T1-Q2 in UNION expansion for Boolean queries. The 
ordering of the first relevant documents for this query is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Document Ranking for Query IN.JB-T1-Q2 for UNION Expansion
Doc.
No. 1115 1543 1138 1090 0204 1040 1111 1707 1777 1044 2043
OCR 1 4 5 10 12 21 26 31 40 41 45
Cor. 1 5 9 4 7 19 26 36 46 44 42
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTED 
RESEARCH
Three different experiments have been performed within this study. Two of them 
deal with the effect of thesaurus expansion on Weighted (Non-Boolean) queries with a 
probabilistic IR system. The results of these two experiments show that, in weighted 
search, the thesaurus does not improve retrieval effectiveness. Furthermore, it can be 
said that, on the average, preformance of the expanded queries degrades compared 
to the original (non-expanded) queries; the biggest increase in recall was only 1%. 
and at the same time the precision decrctised for 35%. This kind of behaviour is not 
surprising and is consistent with previous studies on this subject (Vorhees. 1994). 
The weighted cpieries in INQUERY are close to the natural language queries, and 
in the original form include sufficient number of terms for retrieval purposes. The 
tests show that for the original (non-expanded queries) the recall was close to 100%; 
therefore any expansion with additional terms would not have much positive effect 
on the recall, but more negative effect on precision. For the recall increase the best 
expansion type was UNION.
An important result from these two experiments is the recall value of 100% for 
UNION expansion, meaning that for this expansion mode, all relevant documents for 
all queries were retrieved. The UNION  expansion mode is composed of all relations 
within the thesaurus; synonyms, narrower terms, broader terms and related terms. 
This expansion has already been shown to be the most usefull one (Kristensen, 1993).
Although this result might be significant, no general conclusion cn be made
50
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because of the small number of queries (only 5) for which the recall increased L 
Due to the small size of the collection this results is questionable, and needs to be 
confirmed on larger collection.
The third experiment in this study was testing the thesaurus expansion with 
Boolean language queries. The results indicate that using a thesaurus as a searcli-aid 
tool in a Boolean searching environment can significantly improve recall. The recall 
increased for approximately 28% with the UNION expansions, which is statistically 
very significant. However, the precision also decreased for approximatelly 28%.
Nevertheless, the results show that the thesaurus expansion is usefull as a recall 
increasing tool.
The main emphasis in this study is whether a thesaurus can be more beneficial 
if the document collection consists of OCR data. Therefore all of the tests where 
done on both OCR and corresponding mtmually corrected colection. The results does 
not show any significant difference for OCR and correct collection - the precision and 
recall values are approximatelly the same for the two collections, for both original 
and expanded queries.
There are several other aspects and approaches to the question of usefullness of 
the thesaurus to searching OCR data. In this study the expansions were done auto­
matically. i.e. an automatic tool for extracting and adding words from the thesaurus 
was constructed. It is very likely that an interactive query expansion, were a searcher 
would choose the appropriate thesaurus terms, would improve the results. Future 
research work should address this issue.
Another interesting question is whether a thesaurus can be used as a basis for 
document indexing. It is reasonable to expect that using a thesaurus for indexing 
process would create a controlled index, which should compensate for the OCR er­
rors.
*For other queries the recall was already 100% for the original (not expanded) run.
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